
Imad Kirat
Azure Cloud Consultant

Email: dummy@gmail.com LinkedIn: /in/imad-kirat

Website: imadk.com

Hey there! I am a Azure Cloud Consultant located in Belgium. As a consultant, I have designed,

deployed, automated and managed loads of different Azure environments and managed to

succesfully help companies adopt the Azure cloud. Besides that I love to work with open

source tooling and systems.

Currently immersing myself in kubernetes

Skills

I already know

Microsoft Azure 4/5 Azure Devops 4/5 Terraform 4/5 Ansible 3/5

Powershell 3/5 Python 4/5 Linux 3/5 Docker 4/5

I want to learn

Kubernetes Go Argo CD Helm

I speak

Dutch native English C2 French B1 Arabic B2

Work experience

Azure Cloud Consultant July 2022 � now

Arxus

Module development With Terraform to enforce best practices and streamline unified

resource deployment.

Creating and implementing various landingzone designs for customers looking to

migrate/start in Azure.

Designing and deployment of complex multi region zero trust Azure environments �VWAN,

Private Endpoints, Azure Firewall).

Taking ownership of the customer roadmap by planning out the next steps for future

workloads.
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Developing an automated way to deploy multiple predefined configuration sets to over 100

linux server's using Ansible and python.

Designing and deploying Multi-tier web application workloads built for HA/DR.

Assisting in the lift and shift migration of 50 on premise servers to Azure.

Setting up site2site vpn tunnels with branch offices in 4 different continents.

Designing, implementing and migrating L7 loadbalancing solutions.

Planning and deploying multiple AKS clusters.

General second/third line Linux/Windows administration.

General Maintenance and management of cloud infrastructure.

Technologies: Microsoft Azure, Terraform, Ansible, Linux, Azure Devops, Python

Education

Electronica-ICT September 2019 � July 2022

AP Hogeschool Antwerpen

Bachelor degree. Specialization in Cloud Applications
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